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THE SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF
OXFORD STUDIES

ACADEMIC history is a difficult subject, especially recent

academic history ; yet, since it is part of the history of

learning as well as part of the history of institutions,

it deserves writing. No part of it repays attention

better than the story of the growth of new studies and

the gradual introduction of new subjects into the curri-

culum of our universities. The object of this paper is to

trace the introduction of two such subjects into the Oxford

curriculum, to inquire into the causes which led to it,

and into those which have promoted or retarded their

progress since the time when it was first recognized that

our own language and literature were proper things for

undergraduates to study during their residence in Oxford.

To do this it is not enough to start with the foundation

of the English School in 1894. It is necessary to go
further back and to begin with the time when learned

men in the universities began to regard our language
and literature as subjects on which it was worth while

to spend their life and their labour, and benefactors,

either in our own body or without it, began to found

chairs and provide endowments for the purpose of

encouraging these branches of learning.

About 1834 a controversy sprang up in the pages of

the Gentleman's Magazine, which began with a discussion

of various points of Anglo-Saxon scholarship, and ended

with a dispute whether Oxford or Cambridge had con-

tributed most to its progress. The dispute was not

a profitable one, for it is certain that men educated in

A 2



4 THE SCHOOL OF

both universities had taken a great part in forwarding

that progress, and that each university in turn had been

the head quarters of this particular branch of learning.

Cambridge had the honour of being the first in the field,

and it was natural that the public teaching of Anglo-

Saxon should begin there, since Cambridge men had taken

the lead in promoting its study in the sixteenth century,

when men's minds first turned that way in England.

Archbishop Parker,
*

the chief retriever of our ancient

native language
'

as Strype terms him, was a fellow of

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, while John Joscelyn,

his secretary and chief helper,
'

quasi pater omnium qui

linguam majorum ex eo tempore coluerunt
'

in the words

of Hickes, was a Fellow of Queens' College, Cambridge.

It was at Parker's instigation that John Day, the printer,

cut the first Saxon types in brass in 1566, and printed

under Joscelyn's editorship in 1567 the first Anglo-Saxon
book published in England.

1 Parker's bequest of Anglo-

Saxon MSS. to the library of Corpus made it, according

to Fuller,
'

the sun of English antiquity,' and others, once

his, came through various hands to the libraries of the

University and of Trinity College, thus concentrating in

Cambridge during the early part of the seventeenth

century a great collection of Anglo-Saxon MSS. It was

not surprising that Sir Henry Spelman, who was educated

at Trinity College, Cambridge, sought to establish in his

own University the lectureships in Anglo-Saxon which

he purposed to found. The project was formed as early

as 1636. On September 28 in that year Spelman wrote

to Abraham Wheloc, whom he selected to be the first

professor, saying that he had moved the Bishop of Ely
*
about our desired lecture of domestic antiquities touching

our Church and reviving our Saxon tongue, which he

well approveth and desireth to further, but by all means,

1 See Strype's Life of Parker, ii. 497, 512, ed. 1821 ;
and for

the history of the subject in general, Wulker's Grundriss zur

Geschichte der Angelsdchsischen Litteratur, Leipzig, 1885.
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he would that there should be first a grammar and
a dictionary of that tongue published '. Spelman had

already taken in hand both designs : he was contem-

plating not only the publication of a grammar and a

dictionary, but also that of a series of Anglo-Saxon texts.

For a little time he deliberated about the execution of

his project.
*

Before we make too much noise of it,'

he wrote,
' we must, like prudent builders, consider and

resolve of the plat and fabric of our purpose, what it

shall be, how prosecuted and supported afterward, for

we must not launch out into the deep before we know
the points of our compass, and the port whereat we hope
to arrive.' Two years later he had made up his mind.

Archbishop Usher commended the scheme to the authori-

ties of the University, and in 1640 Spelman prepared the

draught of a deed conveying to the Vice-Chancellor

and the Master of Trinity the vicarage of Middleton in

Norfolk, with 50 a year, as an endowment for the lecture-

ship. 'The vicar was to deliver annually two lectures,

one on Saxon learning, the other on the old Church

history and creed of England.'
l

Spelman's death in 1641,

the troubles of the Civil War, or some other cause prevented
the fulfilment of the scheme, but though it resulted in

no permanent foundation it was not unfruitful. Wheloc,
who had been presented to the living of Middleton by
Sir Henry, published in 1643 Alfred's translation of

Bede's Ecclesiastical History into Anglo-Saxon, and in

1644 a new edition of the Anglo-Saxon laws published

by William Lambard in 1568 under the title of Archaio-

nomia. William Somner also, whom John Spelman

presented to the living of Middleton on Wheloc's death,

was enabled thereby to complete the Dictionarium Anglo-
Saxonico Latino Anglicunt which he published in 1659.

1

Original Letters of Eminent Literary Men, edited by Sir

Henry Ellis, Camden Society, 1843, pp. 154, 156, 161. See also

Wulker, pp. 14, 16 ; Parr's Life of Usher, p. 101, and Letters,

p. 545 ; Kennet, Life of Somner, prefixed to his Treatise on the

Roman Ports in Kent, 1693, p. 72.
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After the Restoration the centre of Anglo-Saxon
studies shifted to Oxford. There were signs of this even

earlier. Laud encouraged Anglo-Saxon learning and gave
the Bodleian the Peterborough version of the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle, besides other MSS. in that language.

1

To him John Spelman dedicated in 1640 his Psalterium

Davidis Latino Saxonicum vetus, styling Laud '

singularis

omnium disciplinarum pater fautorque ', words which

Camden had once employed to describe Parker.2 It was

also at Oxford and not at Cambridge that Somner's

Dictionary was printed in 1659. The book, which was

the first in that language produced in Oxford, was printed

by William Hall with Saxon type purchased by the

University in i656.
3

The spread of Anglo-Saxon studies in Oxford during
the later seventeenth century was mainly due to Francis

Junius. His publication of the poems of Csedmon,

printed at Amsterdam in 1655, and of the Gothic and

Anglo-Saxon gospels from the Codex Argenteus, at

Dordrecht in 1665, marked the beginning of a new epoch
in the study of Anglo-Saxon literature. Thomas Marshall,

a scholar of Lincoln who was expelled by the Puritan

visitors in 1648, and became preacher to the Merchant

Adventurers at Rotterdam and Dort, learnt to know

Junius during his sojourn in Holland, became his pupil,

and collaborated with him in editing the codex.4 In

1668 Marshall was elected a Fellow of Lincoln, and four

1

Macray, Annals of the Bodleian, p. 87.
*
Wiilker, p. 16 ; Strype, Life of Parker, ii. 522,

1 The reason why Somner's book was printed here rather than
at Cambridge probably was that the Cambridge type used in

Wheloc's books, being Great Primer, was not suited for a dic-

tionary, being too large, whereas Oxford had just bought type
of a convenient size. In the Vice-Chancellor's accounts for

September, 1655, to September, 1656, occurs the entry
' For

a Font of Saxon Letters, to Mr. Nichols, letter founder, 23 75. 2d.'

For these facts my thanks are due to Mr. Madan.
*
Wulker, p. 19.
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years later he became Rector of that society. Junius
followed his friend to Oxford in 1676.
'The reader may be pleased to know,' says Wood in

his Fasti,
'

that whereas Francis Junius had spent much
time in Oxon in his younger years for the sake of study,

libraries, and conversation of learned men, as also in his

elderly years in 1658 and 1659 : he did retire to Oxford

in the month of October in this year, purposely to die

there, give his MSS. and collections to the public library,

where he had spent much time, and to have his bones

laid in some church or chapel in Oxon. He came for the

sake of Dr. Thomas Marshall, Rector of Lincoln College,

a great critic in the Gothic and Saxon languages as

Junius was, from whom Marshall had formerly received

instruction as to those studies, and taking up his lodgings

against the said college he began to put his collections

in order
;
but being troubled by often visits he removed

his quarters to an obscure house in Beef-Hall Lane, in

St. Ebbes Parish, where he digested some notes for the

press and made a deed of gift of his collections and

MSS. to the public library.' In August, 1677, Junius
left Oxford to visit his nephew Dr. Isaac Vossius at

Windsor, and dying during his visit was buried there

in St. George's Chapel, instead of in Oxford. On the

wall near his grave the University placed a white marble

tablet recording its gratitude and its admiration for his

character.1

Junius left us not only his MSS., but the Anglo-Saxon

type he had had cut in 1654. Both his gifts and his

personal influence powerfully stimulated the development
of his favourite studies in Oxford,

2 but the fame of his

friend Marshall was soon overshadowed by that of

1 Wood, Fasti, 1676; Life, ed. Clark, ii. 358.
1 'Dutch diese Schenkungen von Junius und seinen langeren

Aufenthalt zu Oxford bluhte nun das angelsachsische Studium,

das bisher besonders zu Cambridge gehegt worden war, auch an

jenem Orte ; bald wurde Oxford der Hauptort dafiir.' Wulker,

p. 20.
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another Fellow of Lincoln, George Hickes,
*

Philo-Sax

and Philo-Goth
'
as he describes himself. Hickes pub-

lished in 1689 the first grammar of Anglo-Saxon
Institutiones Grammaticae Anglo Saxonicae et Moeso-

gothicae and in 1703-5 Linguarum veterum septentrionalium
Thesaurus. Both were printed at the University Press
*

ex typis Junianis ', but Hickes himself left Oxford in

1678 to become chaplain to the Duke of Lauderdale in

Scotland, and in 1683 Dean of Worcester. With his

removal Queen's became the head quarters of Anglo-
Saxon studies instead of Lincoln. The first endowment
of the subject in Oxford was a collegiate lectureship,

and the first public teacher William Nicolson, a Fellow

of Queen's. A letter written on November 27, 1679,

describes him as
'

so well skilled in the Saxon language
that Sir Joseph Williamson has founded a Saxon lecture

in our college, which he reads every Wednesday in term

time'.1 Henceforth Queen's is 'a nest of Saxonists'.

Nicolson, who became in 1702 Bishop of Carlisle, did

not hold his lectureships more than a year or two, but

the work was carried on by his pupils and successors.

Edmund Gibson completed what Nicolson, at the sug-

gestion of Junius, had projected, a new edition of the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle published in i692.
2 In 1698,

Christopher Rawlinson, of the same college, published
Alfred's translation of Boethius. More productive than

either in this field was a fourth Queen's man, Edward

Thwaites, afterwards Regius Professor of Greek, who
was also an active teacher of Anglo-Saxon.

*

I have

1
Magrath, The Flemings at Oxford, i. 302 ; Nichols, Literary

Anecdotes, iv. 14.
1 In his preface to the Chronicon Saxonicum, Gibson says that

Gerard Langbaine the elder, Provost of Queen's from 1646 to 1658,
had contemplated the preparation of an edition of the Chronicle,

but had been anticipated by Wheloc's edition. Wheloc's edition

had many defects, and Gibson regrets that the work was not

done by Langbaine instead, whom he styles
'

in literis Saxonicis

longe versatissimus '.
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fifteen young students in that language,' he wrote to

Humphrey Wanley in March, 1699,
* and only one

Somner for them all.' 1 To supply this want, Thomas

Benson, of the same college, began a revised edition of

Somner's Dictionary, which was published in 1701, but

according to Hearne was ' done chiefly
'

by Thwaites.

Thwaites was also the chief helper of Hickes in the

Thesaurus, and dedicated to Hickes the edition of the

Anglo-Saxon Heptateuch which he published in i698.
2

One must not omit to mention William Elstob, a com-

moner of Queen's, who became Fellow of University,
or his learned sister Elizabeth,

'

the justly celebrated

Saxon nymph
'
as some one called her. He published at

Oxford, in 1699, Alfred's Orosius, she in 1705 ^Elfric's

Homilies.3 Hickes recommended the nymph to the

Vice-Chancellor and urged the publication of her book

by the Press. 'The University,' he told Dr. Charlett,

'hath acquired much reputation and honour at home

1 For a life of Thwaites see Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, iv. 141-9.
* The Heptateuch was printed

'

typis Junianis '. An extract

from one of Dr. Tanner's letters to Dr. Charlett, dated All Souls

College, August 10, 1697, explains the recovery of these types,
which had long been mislaid.

' Mr. Thwaites and John Hall

took the courage last week to go to Dr. Hyde about Junius's
matrices and punchions, which he gave with his books to the

University. These nobody knew where they were, till Mr. Wanley
discovered some of them in a hole in Dr. Hyde's study. But,

upon Mr. Hall's asking, Dr. Hyde knew nothing of them ; but
at last told them he thought he had some punchions about his

study, but he did not know how they come there ; and presently

produces a small box-full, and taking out one he pores upon it,

and at last wisely tells them that these could not be what they
looked after, for they were Ethiopic ; but Mr. Thwaites, desiring
a sight of them, found that which he looked on to be Gothic

and Runic punchions, which they took away with them, and
a whole oyster-barrel of old Greek letter, which was discovered

in another hole.' Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, iv. 146 note.
1 Lives of the Elstobs are contained in Nichols, Literary Anec-

dotes, iv. 112-40. The phrase quoted is Thoresby's. Dr. Pegge

styles her '

the first Englishwoman that ever attempted that

ancient and obsolete language, and I suppose the last '.
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and abroad by the Saxon books printed there as well as

by those printed in Latin and Greek.' l The language
became so fashionable a study that even Hearne, who

published some texts, thought it necessary to warn

people against over-estimating its value.
'

I do not

know of any one who denies it to be useful,' he wrote to

a friend in 1714,
'

but then I think there are some who
are extravagant in its praise,' adding that Greek and

Latin were more necessary to a lawyer.
2

Hitherto there had been no University endowment for

Anglo-Saxon, but now there was talk of founding a chair.
'

I had heard nothing of an established Saxon Lecture,'

wrote Gibson to Charlett on January 2, 1720,
*

till

I received your letter, nor do I yet know who the founder

is or what the salary. When the present Bishop of

Deny was Almoner I have heard him speak of applying
the allowance made by the late Bishop of Worcester

to one or more professors of the Oriental languages to

a Saxon lecturer, but I do not remember that he told

me that the thing was settled.' 3 Rumour was wrong :

the design was not realized till much later. On August n,
1750, Dr. Richard Rawlinson signed a deed of trust

bequeathing the rents of certain lands in Lancashire

to the University for the foundation of a professorship.
He died in 1755, but the chair was not established till

1795. Moreover, it was clogged with so many restrictions

by his will that its usefulness was much diminished.

The several Colleges in the University were to enjoy the

professorship in succession according to their antiquity,
and his own College (St. John's) was to have every fifth

turn. It was to be tenable for five years only ; the

holder was to be unmarried, and he was not to be a

Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, or at any time to

become one.' 4

1 Letters from the Bodleian, i. 243.
*
Ibid. i. 292.

*
Ibid. ii. 53.

*
Nichols, LiteraryA necdotes,iii. 707, v. 49 1 ; Wiilker, pp. 30, 34.
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The development of the study of English literature in

the universities was less rapid than that of Anglo-Saxon.
There were always men who read it with delight, but their

minds were concentrated on the effort to understand

classical or oriental literature, and they were slow to

perceive that modern literature in general, and their own
in particular, was as well worth understanding, and

required equally serious application if it was to be under-

stood. We can trace the process by which scholars came
to change their point of view, and note some of the land-

marks in their progress from one view to the other.

The first sign was the growth of a more critical spirit

in judging English literature, and the attempt to judge
it by a less arbitrary standard than individual taste

the application to it, in short, of the rules which scholars

had deduced from classical poets and critics. This was
no new thing, but it first became a common thing during
the later half of the seventeenth century. For this

development of the critical spirit was part of the general
movement of men's minds during that time

;
it influenced

both the capital and the universities, and both exerted

an influence upon it and helped to shape its results.

In London the formation of public opinion about

literature was facilitated by the social change which

brought the upper and middle classes together in the

coffeehouses. There, men of wit, men of learning, and

men of the world discussed together not merely politics

of the day, or the last play and the newest poem, but

some of those books which the world then regarded as

masterpieces, and some it holds masterpieces still. In

such a place it was that Pepys in 1664 talked with Sir

William Petty and Sir George Ayscue about the nature

of the wit of Hudibras and Religio Medici, and heard

Petty show that good writers are not admired by the

present age, because few in any age minded anything
that was abstruse and curious. But the golden age of

the coffeehouse came later, when Dryden from the arm-
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chair near the fire at Will's gave sentence in literary

controversies, or Addison laid down the laws of taste to

his little senate at Button's. Thither came the
'

ingenious

young gentleman
' from All Souls, eager to break a lance

with the veterans, and at times a bold undergraduate
'

with that sort of awkwardness which one always brings

up at first out of the country with one ' would thrust

himself in to pick up some crumbs of criticism. Both

brought back to Oxford or to Cambridge the verdicts

they had heard in London and the arguments they had

listened to.1

For Oxford had its literary coffeehouses too. Cirques

Jobson, the Jew from near Mount Libanus, little knew
when he began to sell coffee

'

in a house between Edmund
Hall and Queen's College corner

'

that he was not merely

vending
'

a grave and wholesome liquor ', but initiating

a movement which would change the curriculum of the

University. Which of the many coffeehouses that his imita-

tors set up became the head quarters of our men of letters

there is hardly evidence to show. Perhaps it was Short's

in Cat Street. In 1668,
'

a little before Christmas,*

says Wood,
*

the Christ Church men, young men, set

a library in Short's house in the study there, viz., Rabelais,

poems, plays &c. One scholar gave a book of is. and

a chain 10^.' z By the aid of this and similar institutions

the unofficial studies of the University flourished, and
at the end of the century the popular conception of the

things a young man ought to know included some know-

ledge of English literature. Youths of parts, such as

Addison and Montagu, left the University with some
tincture of English letters as well as with a little fund

of classical scholarship. It is evident, too, that a distinct

critical standard had been formed in the University
a taste more fastidious and more discriminating than

1

Pepys' Diary, January 27, 1664. See also E. F. Robinson,
The Early History of Coffeehouses in England, 1893, pp. 190 et seq.

* Wood's Life, ed. Clark, i. 188, ii. 247 ; cf. Robinson, p. 237.
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that which prevailed in London, derived from the study of

classical literature and revealing itself in the judgements

expressed on modern literature. Dryden says so plainly,
in his prologue to a play acted before the University in 1681 :

London likes grossly : but this nicer pit
Examines, fathoms all the depths of wit,
The ready finger lays on every blot,
Knows what should justly please and what should not.

He said it no doubt with his tongue in his cheek.
* Your

lordship will judge,' he wrote to Lord Rochester,
' how

easy it is to pass anything upon an university, and how

gross flattery the learned will endure.' l But though he

might laugh at academic critics, there was some truth

under the flattery : the fact remains that they judged by
different standards, and that their applause was less easy
to gain than that of a London audience. So at all events

Gibber thought, writing of a period a generation later :

'

My chief Reason for bringing the Reader to Oxford
was to shew the different Taste of Plays there from that

which prevail'd at London. A great deal of that false,

flashy Wit and forc'd Humour, which had been the Delight
of our Metropolitan Multitude, was only rated there

at its bare intrinsic Value ; Applause was not to be pur-
chased there but by the true Sterling, the Sal Atticum
of a Genius, unless where the Skill of the Actor pass'd
it upon them with some extraordinary Strokes of Nature.

Shakespear and Jonson had there a sort of classical

Authority ; for whose masterly Scenes they seem'd to

have as implicit a Reverence as formerly for the Ethicks
of Aristotle ; and were as incapable of allowing Moderns
to be their Competitors, as of changing their Academical
Habits for gaudy Colours or Embroidery. Whatever

Merit, therefore, some few of our more politely-written
Comedies might pretend to, they had not the same
Effect upon the Imagination there, nor were received

with that extraordinary Applause they had met with
from the People of Mode and Pleasure in London.' 2

1 Scott's Dryden, x. 313, 328, 384, xviii. 93.
1 Gibber's Apology, ed. Lowe, ii. 136. Compare TickelTs pro-

logue to Addison's Cato, addressed to the University in 1713.
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The good taste which this preference for Shakespeare

showed rested on no solid foundation of English scholar-

ship. An interest in our older literature had arisen,

and a habit of talking about the greater English authors,

but they were more talked about than read by the young
wits of the University. The 'Account of the greatest

English Poets
' which Addison addressed to his friend

Sacheverell shows this. It was written in the year when

he took his M.A. There is a remarkable contrast between

his genuine appreciation of Milton and Dryden and his

purely conventional criticisms of Spenser and Chaucer.

Spenser, he tells his friend,
' Amused a barbarous age

'

:

But now the mystic tale that pleased of yore
Can charm an understanding age no more;
The long spun allegories fulsome grow
While the dull moral lies too plain below.

4

1 have heard him say,' comments Pope,
'

that he never

read Spenser till fifteen years after he wrote it.' Of

Chaucer, Addison knows that he was '

a merry bard
'

who wrote many a story.

But age has rusted what the poet writ,

Worn out his language and obscured his wit,

In vain he jests in his unpolished strain,

And tries to make his hearers laugh in vain. 1

Addison's great friend Tickell, of Queen's, is very fond

of mentioning
*

old Chaucer '
in his verses, but is rather

vague about the nature of his writings. He is clear that

the poet had some connexion with Woodstock, and

makes Marlborough slumbering at Blenheim
'

hear old

Chaucer warbling through the glades ', and when Mr.

William Harrison, Fellow of New College, publishes

a descriptive poem on Woodstock Park,

Old Chaucer from the Elysian Fields looks down
And sees at length a genius like his own.

1
Addison, Miscellaneous Works, ed. 1746, i. 35 ; Spence, Anec-

dotes, ed. Singer, p. 49.
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In another, however, Tickell remembers that Chaucer

wrote tales, and tells Prior that
*

if aright I see

The soul of Chaucer is restored in thee.* 1

The history of Urry's edition of Chaucer is a testimony
at once to Chaucer's fame in Oxford, and to the absence

of sound scholarship there so far as English literature was
concerned. Dean Aldrich, of Christ Church, had made
a practice of charging some of the younger students of

that society with the editing of some classical work
which was published and issued as a New Year's gift to

members of the foundation. One famous result of this

was Charles Boyle's edition of the Epistles of Phalaris in

1693. In 1711, when Atterbury succeeded Aldrich as

Dean, he revived the practice, but went a step further

and resolved to include an English classic in his scheme.
4 We now talk of setting our young men to work,' writes

one of the Canons in November, 1711 :

'

a good thing
if proper hands are employed on subjects that may be

of use. Broxholme is to put out a new edition of Virgil,

I know not though how he will mend those we have.

1 Tickell's 'Poem on the Prospect of Peace' and 'Oxford,
A Poem '. It is a fact not generally known that Tickell was
for some time Professor of Poetry. Joseph Trapp, the first pro-

fessor, was made chaplain to the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and
in his absence Tickell was deputy.

' This afternoon at 3 o'clock,' says Hearne under January 23,

1711, 'he made his first lecture, which was concerning the nature

and laws of Bucolics and the best writers thereof, ancient and
modern. 'Twas a very silly indiscreet performance. What was

good was taken out of Julius Scaliger and one or two more
authors. Half his speech was nothing but verses out of Virgil.

He quoted Dryden and some of the Moderns, and once or twice

spoke in an obscene manner not fit to be used before young
men. Once or twice also he mentioned critics, and spoke very

disrespectfully and ignorantly of them. He shewed throughout
much conceit, and has sufficiently discovered what I have heard

some of the most considerable of his college say, that he has no

learning, but is an empty vain pretender.' Hearne's Diary, ed.

Doble, iii. in.
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Fairfax is to put out the Iliads, to answer the late Dean's

edition of the Odyssey. But John Urry, because he is

an antiquary, must put out a new edition of Chaucer ;

John scratches his head, and says he is at mercy, and

must not disobey, but he hopes our governor will be

a bishop before he can gather the materials for his work.' l

Urry died in 1715, and his work was completed by two

other graduates of Christ Church, Thomas Ainsworth

and Timothy Thomas, and was published in 1721. It

was intended that part of the profits should go to the

building of the new quadrangle, and the college, which

received a third of the copies printed, disposed of them

by obliging scholars upon their entrance
*

to take off

a copy ', thus promoting at once the study of English
literature and the extension of Christ Church.2 Later

editors agree in describing Urry's edition of Chaucer as

the worst ever published. For a scholarly edition of an

English classic, produced in Oxford, we had to wait

till the close of the eighteenth century, and it was very

appropriately the work of one of our Professors of Poetry.
The professorship of Poetry, endowed by Henry Birk-

head of All Souls, and established in 1708, twelve years
after his death, is an abiding memorial of the critical

movement of the later seventeenth century. The chair

of Poetry was a chair of literary criticism. No doubt,

as Professor Mackail says, it never occurred to Birkhead

that his intended professor
'

could pass beyond the

study of the poets then recognized as classic, and the

detailed application of the rules laid down, as was

thought, by Aristotle, and commented on by Horace and

Scaliger.' Joseph Trapp, the first occupant of the chair,

confined his lectures to
'

a compendium of the received

doctrines of the orthodox classical school ', drew his

illustrations mainly from the Latin poets, and though

1 Dr. William Stratford to Edward Lord Harley, November 13,

1711, Report on the MSS. of the Duke of Portland, vii. 72.
* Letters from the Bodleian, ii. 95.
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he made a few cursory allusions to English poets,
'

hardly

contemplated English poetry, either as a great literature,

or as a living art.' l With Trapp's successors the horizon

of criticism widened. Spence, the third professor, if we

may judge from Polymetis, employed poetry and art to

explain each other.2 Lowth, the fifth professor, brought
oriental literature within the field of the chair when he

proved, in his lectures, that David and Isaiah were

poets as well as Homer and Pindar.3
Warton, the

seventh professor, vindicated at last the claims of English

poetry to serious criticism and scholarly treatment. His

lectures were delivered in Latin, and confined to classical

subjects, but his History of English Poetry was with all

its defects a great performance, and powerfully promoted
the study of English literature. Almost as important
was the commentary on Spenser which Warton published
three years before his election to the professorship.
* You have shown,' said Dr. Johnson of the Observations

on the Faery Queen,
'

to all who shall hereafter attempt
the study of our ancient authors, the way to success,

by directing them to the perusal of the books those

authors had read.' 4 In the volume of Milton's Minor
Poems which Warton published in 1785, Warton exem-

plified further the value of this rule, and left behind him

a model of what an edition of an English classic should be.

In this brief sketch an attempt has been made to show

how the study of the English language and the study of

English literature were first introduced into the precincts
1 The Progress of Poetry. An Inaugural Lecture by J. W.

Mackail, M.A., Professor of Poetry, Oxford, 1906, pp. 10, 12.

See also Professor Mackail's Henry Birkhead.
* Professor Mackail doubts whether Spence lectured at all.

He certainly gave an inaugural. A letter from Oxford addressed

to his friend Downes in 1729 says :

' Your friend Spence has

read his first lecture, which was universally admired for its

learning and elegance. Even Hutchinson of Hart Hall said
"
it

was well enough ".' Spence's Anecdotes, ed. Singer, p. 388.
3 On Lowth's lectures see Pattison's Essays, ii. 135.
4 BoswelTs Life of Johnson, ed. Hill, i. 270.

B
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of the University ; what remains is to show how and

when they were first introduced into its official curriculum,

During the early part of the nineteenth century, the

Chair of Poetry, to which Keble's lectures gave fresh

lustre, became more and more a chair of criticism.1 On
the other hand, the ardour with which the study of

Anglo-Saxon had been pursued in Oxford during the

early part of the eighteenth century, sensibly declined

towards its close. An Oxford bookseller wrote to

Richard Gough in 1795, saying,
'

Since the death of

Mr. Lye, Rowe-Mores, and two or three of Bishop Gibson's

encouragers at Queen's, I cannot hear of a buyer of Saxon

books.' 2 With the foundation of the Rawlinsonian Pro-

fessorship the study revived again. Two of the early

professors, Ingram and Conybeare, made notable contri-

butions to the literature of the'subject, as did also Joseph
Bosworth who became professor much later. Outside

Oxford, Kemble, Thorpe, Thomas Wright, and many
other English scholars, published during the first half of

the century a long series of valuable works, and during
the thirties and forties no branch of learning made

greater progress in England. After 1850, however, the

study seemed to become stationary, and after 1860

to go back, though Early English attracted increasing

attention.3

In Oxford, between 1850 and 1880, the study of Modern

European Languages in general became increasingly

important, and in the movement for educational reform

I For a history of the chair see Saintsbury's History of Criticism,

vol. iii, pp. 615-29.
II

Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, iii. 426, 707.
3 Wiilker writes as follows :

' Aus dieser Zusammenstellung

ergiebt sich dass das regste Leben auf angelsachsischem Gebiete

in England sich in den dreissiger und vierziger Jahren 'entfaltete.

In den funfziger Jahren tritt in dem Studium des Angelsachsischen
ein Stillstand ein und in den sechziger Jahren geht es entschieden

zuriick. Doch tritt nun an die Stelle des Angelsachsischen das

Altenglische
'

(p. 64). The Early English Text Society was

founded in 1864.
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the claims of the latter were more strongly urged than

those of English literature or language.

The study of Modern Languages in Oxford began in

1724, when George I founded the professorship of Modern

History. By the terms of the .foundation the holder

of that chair was bound to provide, out of his salary of

400 a year, two teachers of Modern Languages to instruct

twenty scholars nominated by the King.
1 As the object

was to train officials and diplomatists, the scholars were

to be taught to write and speak French, German, or

Italian for practical rather than scientific ends. These

two teachers, appointed by the professor, and paid from

21 to 25 per annum by him, were the official teachers

of Modern Languages in the University from 1724 to

about 1850. No ampler or more adequate provision for

the subject was made till the foundation of the Taylor
Institution in the middle of the nineteenth century.

2

Sir Robert Taylor was an architect of repute who
flourished in the early part of the reign of George III,

and died in 1788. By his will, he left the bulk of his

fortune to the University to found an institution for the

teaching of Modern Languages, but the bequest, which

was subject to certain contingencies, and was contested

by his heir, did not take effect till 1835. The present

building was erected between 1841 and 1845, and the

regulations which form the present Statute were agreed

upon in March, 1847 .
3 A teacher of French, a teacher

of German, and a professor of Modern European Languages
in general formed the original staff.

4

1 Endowments of the University of Cambridge, by J. Willis

Clark, 1904, pp. 185, 1 86. It is a pity there is no .similar collection

of deeds of trust and foundation deeds for Oxford. The con-

ditions of the Cambridge and Oxford professorships are identical.
J Evidence of Professor H. H. Vaughan before the Oxford

Commission of 1852, ii. 272.
3

Ingram, Memorials of the Public Buildings of Oxford, 1848 ;

Life of Sir Robert Taylor in the Dictionary of National Biography,
Iv. 461.

4
Oxford Historical Register, pp. 89, 90. The professor was

B 2
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The University Commissioners of 1850 did nothing,
either for the study of our own literature and language,
or for that of Modern Languages in general. As to the

first, the Report and the evidence given before the Com-
mission are silent ;

as to the second, there are a few

words here and there. One witness, viz. Halford Vaughan,

suggested that the professorship of Poetry should be

converted into a professorship of Aesthetics.1 Another

pressed generally that more attention should be paid to

Modern Languages, and apparently believed that there

was already a professorship of English Literature at

Oxford, but that the subject was not taught, owing to

the pressure of the examination system.
2 A third pro-

posed the establishment of a
'

School of Modern Literature,

History, and Poetry, under the Professors of Modern

History, Anglo-Saxon, Modern Languages, and Poetry'.
3

A fourth, who recommended that men should be able

to take Modern History for the B.A. degree, suggested
also Modern Literature and Modern Languages, 'but of

this I am doubtful,' he added.4 The Commissioners had

no doubt. They did not see any reason, said the Report,

why Philology, or the study of language, should be

confined to the Latin and Greek languages.
' Those

students who desire it should be free to devote the latter

part of their course to the study of Sanscrit, of the Oriental

Languages, or those of Modern Europe.'
5

These suggestions were carried out many years later

by the foundation, in 1886, of the School of Oriental

Studies, and in 1903, by that of the School of Modern

Languages.
In the interval between the first Commission and that

Frederick Henry Trithen ; see Recollections of Oxford, by G. V.

Cox, p. 356, and the Life of F. Max Mutter, i. 85, 116,
1 Halford Vaughan, Evidence, p. 87.
*
Sir C. Lyell, Evidence, pp. 120-2.

3

John Wilkinson, Evidence, p. 78.
4 Herman Merivale, Evidence, p. 201.
*

Report, p. 75.
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appointed in 1877, some slight progress was effected with

regard to English studies. By a statute passed in 1858,

the Rawlinsonian Professorship of Anglo-Saxon was made
tenable for life instead of for five years, and the absurd

restrictions devised by Rawlinson were removed. At the

same time the definition of his subject was widened.
* The range of the Professor's lectures was no longer
confined to the language of the Anglo-Saxons, but was
made to take in also the history of that people, the old

Low German dialects, and the antiquities of Northern

Europe.'
l As to English Literature it was admitted into

the Pass Examination in 1873 by the provision that one

of the four groups, into which the B.A. examination for

those who did not seek Honours was divided, should

henceforth include
'

a period or subject of English
Literature '. Candidates were offered the choice between

three such subjects :

(a) Selections from Chaucer and Piers Plowman.

(b) Four plays of Shakespeare, viz. Macbeth, The

Merchant of Venice, Richard II, and Hamlet.

(c) Dryden selections, with Pope's Essay on Man,
Satires and Epistles.

During the same period the study of Modern Languages
continued to progress. The Taylorian Institution added

to its staff in 1856 a teacher of Italian, and in 1858 a

teacher of Spanish, while in 1857 the- Taylorian scholar-

ships were founded. Much of the increasing interest in

the subject was due to one man. In 1851, on the illness

1
Oxford Historical Register, p. 66. The first holder of the chair

under the new conditions was Dr. Joseph Bosworth, who held it

from 1858 to 1876. He founded the Ellington and Bosworth

Professorship of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge, which was estab-

lished in 1878. J. W. Clark, Endowments of the University of

Cambridge, p. 228. Bosworth was succeeded by John Earle, who
held the chair till 1903, and had previously held it from 1849 to

1854. On the state of the study in 1877 in Oxford, see his

evidence before the second Commission, Minutes of Evidence,

p. 219.
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of Trithen, Max Miiller was appointed his deputy ;
in

1854 he succeeded him as Professor of Modern Languages,
and held that post till 1869. His lectures on ' The History
of Modern Languages ',

' The Origin of the Romance

Languages', 'The History of German Literature', 'The

Origin and Formation of the French Language ',

' The

Principles of Etymology', and similar subjects, were

attended by large classes, and aroused the liveliest

interest, not only in modern European literature, but

in the scientific study of language. The foundation for

him in 1868 of the Chair of Comparative Philology by
the University was a tribute to his effectiveness as a

teacher, and a recognition of the importance of the

subject.
1 He was, indeed, too successful.

' When my
subject was a new one,' he told the Commission of 1877,
'

both tutors and undergraduates came to attend, but

after a time a number of tutors were appointed in each

college to teach as much of Comparative Philology as

was supposed to be necessary and requisite for an examina-

tion. Thus, in each college there was just a sufficient

supply in Comparative Philology, and therefore the young
men, either naturally, or under advice, instead of attending
the professorial lectures attended the tutorial lectures.'

Questioned further, he admitted that the reduced atten-

dance at his lectures was a consequence of the extension

of the study of Comparative Philology in Oxford, and

that the tutors who taught it in the colleges were all

or mostly pupils of his own.2

The effect of his work is further shown by the evidence

of others before the same Commission, and by the repeated
demands for professorships of the Teutonic and Romance

languages.
3 There should be, said R. L. Nettleship,

1

Life of Max Miiller, i. 116-22, 151, 350.
2
Evidence, p. 213.

3 Ibid. pp. 53, 54. It should be noted that the Jesus Chair

of Celtic was established in 1876. The professorship of Modern

European Languages was abolished when the chair of Philology
was founded.
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a School of Modern Literature in which English, German,
French and other languages should all be comprehended,
a School of the same nature as the History School or the

Law School, in which candidates might be permitted to

take their degree.
1

An alternative which had been suggested was that the

teaching of English Literature should be connected with

the teaching of English History. The Board of Studies

for Modern History had asked in 1873 for a professor

of English Literature to be attached to their School, and

they had repeated the request in 1876, but the evidence

given revealed great divergence of opinion on this point.

Dr. Stubbs said that personally he was '

opposed to having
a professorship or lectureship in English Literature

connected with the Historical School. I think that to

have the History School hampered with dilettante

teaching, such as the teaching of English Literature,

must necessarily do great harm to the School.' In

a subsequent letter he explained that he did not mean
to express any opinion on the desirability of having such

a chair as part of the general teaching apparatus of the

University,
'

but only to deprecate its connexion with

the History School. There is no special connexion

between English Literature and Modern History, and the

subject might just as well be connected with theology
or language.'

2

Similarly, the Rawlinsonian Professor of Anglo-Saxon
defended his chair against the recommendations of the

Boards of Studies. It should be connected with a

Philological School rather than the History School, and
he deprecated any change in its title which would make
it a professorship of the English Language, or of Teutonic

Languages in general.
3

The most outspoken advocate of the claims of English

1
Evidence, p. 228.

z
Ibid. pp. 74, 75, 78, 167.

3
Ibid. pp. 216-19.
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Literature was Mr. Goldwin Smith. English Literature,

he declared,
'

can only properly be studied historically,'

but it should be represented by a separate chair, not

'connected with the department of Modern History'.

There should be, he urged, not one professor of English

Literature, but two; they should be left to divide their

subject according to their several bents, one taking the

linguistic, the other the literary side of the subject.

Furthermore, he was opposed to changing the Anglo-
Saxon chair into a chair of English Philology, and wished

it to be left as it was.1

One result of the Commission was the foundation

of the Merton Professorship of English Language and

Literature in 1885, and the election of Mr. Napier as

the first professor. Another was an attempt to establish

a new Honour School, in which the national literature

and language were to have a place. For some time

a campaign had been carried on in newspapers and

magazines for the teaching of English Literature in the

Universities, and in April, 1887, Mr. Goschen, as President

of the London Society for the Extension of University

Teaching, officially appealed to Oxford to take the matter

in hand. In a letter to the Vice-Chancellor he said,
'

There

is no subject in which there is a greater demand for courses

of lectures than English Literature, and at the same time,

there is none in which there is more difficulty in finding

the necessary number of thoroughly satisfactory teachers.'

He concluded with the hope
'

that a system may be dis-

covered which will combine the pursuit of English Literature

with the existing study of the ancient Classics, and which,
far from trenching on the dominion of the latter, will give
them a firmer hold on the English education of the future,

by connecting them with the literature of our own country,
of which they have furnished the models, and, to a great

extent, supply the key '.
2

1

Evidence, p. 104.
1
Oxford University Gazette, April 26, 1887.
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Oxford, in accordance with the views prevalent at the

moment, answered this appeal by proposing to create

a School of Modern European Languages, rather than an

English Literature School. The preamble of a Statute

for that purpose was approved by eighty-two to twenty-
four votes in Congregation on May 3, 1887. The Statute

embodied a scheme for an examination in six languages,

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Celtic

(Irish and Welsh). A candidate was to offer one of these

languages only, but to show a general knowledge of

certain related languages. He was to know the history
of the language and its chief periods, and the history
of the literatures, and certain authors or periods to be

specified. In the assignment of Honours, and in the

examination generally, equal weight was to be assigned
to Literature and to Language. Finally, by a curious

piece of pedantry, proficiency in the knowledge of the

language as spoken or written at the present day was

to have no weight in the assignment of Honours.1

Over the proposed School, which was popularly called
' The Philology School ', a battle took place which lasted

from May to November. In Oxford there was a vigor-

ous pamphlet war. The Waynflete Professor of MoEal

Philosophy published
' An Appeal to the University of

Oxford against the proposed School of Modern Lan-

guages ', in which he skilfully pointed out the defects of

the Statute, and dwelt in particular on the inadequacy
of the provision made for English Literature.

' We are

going to institute a baseless study of the many-sided

writings of our own country from one side only, without

connecting it either with the classics, which gave the

English mind a new birth at the Renaissance, or with

the history of the country of the writers themselves.'

He was answered by Mr. York Powell in
' A brief State-

ment of the Case for the proposed Final School of Modern
1
Gazette, May 3, 1 887. For the Statute in its final and amended

form, see Gazette, October 25, 1887, p. 60
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Languages and Literature ', while an anonymous author,

in 'The Duty of the University in relation to Modern

Languages ', argued that it was our business to compel
the schoolmasters to teach them, rather than to do so

ourselves. Outside the University, Mr. Churton Collins,

in a series of articles since collected in book form, denounced
'

the degrading vassalage of. literature to philology ', and

declared that
' what the literature of Greece is to that

of Rome, the literatures of Greece and Rome are to

that of England'. He showed at some length the debt

of our literature to the classics, and argued that the
'

continuity of Literature
' was even more important

a fact than the
'

continuity of History '. His main

argument was a good one, but its effect was impaired

by the narrowness of his point of view, and his persistent

underestimate of the value of the study of the language.
1

His followers made the same mistake. In The Contem-

porary Review Mr. Freeman urged in defence of the

Statute that a student or teacher of English ought to begin
at the beginning.

' But we found that the main objection

to our notions was that they took in the beginning. The

chief position of all was that the beginning ought to have

no place in the whole affair. The end was to be reached,

but by some other road than starting from the beginning.
It was to be English

"
literature

"
in some sense which

did not require a knowledge of the earliest forms of the

English language or a comparison of those forms with

kindred languages ; nay, more, it was absolutely to shut

such studies out. Through the whole dispute we have

had to strive, not with a mere passive neglect or ignor-

ance of Teutonic studies, but with a positive dislike

to them. Whatever English
"
literature

"
was, it was to

1 The Study of English Literature. A Plea for its Recognition
and Organization at the Universities, 1891. This contains the sub-

stance of the articles published by Mr. Collins in the Quarterly
and Nineteenth Century. The fifth chapter contains an excellent

statement of the debt of English Literature to the Classics.
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be something which did not call for any fellowship with

the older English, or with Gothic, Scandinavian or Old

High German. It was to be more than something which

did not call for them ;
it was to be something which

distinctively refused to have anything to do with them.' l

Unluckily he went on to argue that the teaching of

Literature was either impossible or undesirable. You
could not teach taste or examine in taste. A School of

Literature by itself would fall into the hands of crammers.
' The crammer can but teach facts ; the crammer in

literature will have to fall back on the facts of literature,

and those facts are, in practice, sure to be very largely

nothing better than the gossip, the chatter about litera-

ture, which is largely taking the place of literature.' z

' What do they mean,' he wrote to a friend,
'

by
"
letters

"

and "
literature

"
apart from language ? I suppose, as

I said, they want "
chatter about Shelley ". I told

them that we did not want to discuss
"
the Harriet

problem ", having enough to do with Helen, Theodora and

Mary Stuart.' 3

Mr. Freeman seemed to ignore the existence of literary

history as a branch of learning as completely as Mr.

Collins ignored the science of language.
The University, which was rather distracted by the

feast of reasons offered it in these various publications,

had great difficulty in making up its mind between them.

When the amended Statute came before Congregation
for its last reading, on November i, 1887, ninety-two
members voted for it and ninety-two against, so that

it failed to pass. Looking back now one can see that

it was a good thing the Statute failed to pass. The
scheme it embodied was too ambitious to be practicable.

The University was not in a position to provide adequate

teaching for an elaborate examination in English and

1 ' Literature and Language,' The Contemporary Review, vol. Hi,

p. 556, October, 1887.
2

Ibid., p. 566.
3

Stephens, Life and Letters of E. A. Freeman, ii. 366.
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the five other modern languages mentioned in the original

Statute, and to the original six two other groups, viz.

the Scandinavian and Slavonic languages, had been added

during the progress of the measure.1 It does not to-day

provide adequate teaching for the curriculum of the

Modern Language School established in 1903, though
that includes five languages only instead of seven.2 If

the 1887 Statute had passed we should have been exposed
to the derision which was the lot of the foolish builders

in the parable.

Naturally the vote of November I was not accepted
as a final settlement of the question.

' The real question
at issue ', wrote the Professor of Latin,

*
is undoubtedly

whether the modern European languages and literatures

are worthy of being treated as a serious subject of Univer-

sity study ; of a study, that is, as thorough and as well

organized as the study of the Greek and Latin languages
and literatures is at present.' While answering that

question in the affirmative, he pointed out that the

question of the study of English admitted no post-

ponement.

' An adequate scheme for a Modern Language School

would, no doubt, include the study of all the languages
mentioned in the defeated Statute. But what the

nation most pressingly feels is the need of a School of

the English Language and Literature. . . . The country
asks for light ;

we can give light, but we refuse it. Oxford
is not bound at any time to institute and organize popular
lectures ; but the country has a right to ask Oxford to

supply the means for making such lectures sound and
valuable. If lectures on English Literature, such as are

now asked for in our great towns, are to render any real

1 On May 17, 1887, the amendment adding Swedish, Danish,
and Icelandic was carried by 59 to 44 ; that for the Letto-Slavic

Languages by 75 to 31.
1 No one can seriously contend that a language and literature

as important as those of Italy or Spain can be taught by a single

underpaid teacher in the scientific fashion prescribed in the

Examination Statute.
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service, they must be based upon real knowledge, such

knowledge as can best and most easily be led up to by
a course of University study. I have as yet come across

no argument which seems to me to supply a justification
for our refusing what it is not too much to call a well-

founded national demand. The Universities of Germany
have done much for the study of German

; why should
not the English Universities do as much for the study of

English?'
1

After a brief interval the movement began again,

and began on new lines. The cause of English was

judiciously separated from that of Modern Languages in

general. In June, 1891, a memorial was drawn up and

presented to the Hebdomadal Council, asking for the

establishment of a Final Honour School of English

Language and Literature.
' The importance of this

study ', it said,
'

as a part of the education of Englishmen
is generally recognized. Increasing stress is laid upon
it in the Public Schools of the country, in Government

Examinations, and in the Local Examinations of the

University itself. The result is an increasing demand
for teachers or lecturers competent to handle the subject

efhciently. Apart from these considerations, it would

seem to be the plain duty of an English University to

give English studies a recognized place in its ordinary
curriculum.' This was signed by 108 members of Con-

gregation, including three Heads of Houses, the Rector

of Exeter, the Provost of Oriel, and the President of

Trinity. In December the Council replied that they did

not think it expedient to propose a new Honour School,

but were willing to consider any proposals which did not

involve that course.

The next step was the appointment of a committee of

nine by Council
'

to consider the present provision in the

University for the study of the English Language and

1 The Study of Modern European Languages and Literatures

in the University of Oxford, by H. Nettleship, Oxford, 1887,

pp. 4, 1 8.
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Literature'. 1
They drew up and circulated a set of

questions on the subject (March 22, 1892). Was the

person addressed in favour of the establishment of

a distinct examination in English Language and Litera-

ture, to form one of the Final Honour Schools ? If so,

on what lines should the examination be framed, what

staff of teachers would the School require, and what

preliminary examinations should candidates for the

School be required to pass ? Finally, what did the

examinee think of five suggested alternatives ? This

species of referendum naturally resulted in the repetition

of the demand for a Final Honour School, and merely

delayed a settlement. At last, in December, 1893,

Council submitted to Congregation two alternative reso-

lutions, one for the foundation of a University Scholar-

ship in English Literature in lieu of a School, the other

for the establishment of a Final Honour School. The
advocates of the School pointed out that the scholarship
would not in any way meet the want that existed.

'

It

will not only fail and waste valuable time in failing, but

block the way for the future. Those who have proposed
it are doubtless animated by a sincere wish to encourage
a new branch of study, but they are trying an experiment
that is only too likely to furnish an effective argument

against the reform which they desire. If the scholarship
is as unsuccessful as reason and experience lead as to

think that it will be, the fact will be plausibly ascribed

to the absence of a demand for English teaching, The

argument will be fallacious, but the mischief will be done.

English teaching is wanted here, not merely in the sense

that there are young men eager to be taught, but also

because a School of English at Oxford can do for our

language and literature what can hardly be done except

1 For an account of the teaching in existence in 1892 by a

competent foreign observer, see L'Universite d'Oxford et son

Enseignement scientifique des Langues Modernes, by G. Duflou.

Ghent, 1894.
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by a great University. We have within living memory
created Schools that have done work of this order for

History, for Law, for Theology, for Natural Science.

With all this we have not impaired, but increased and

strengthened the older classical studies. The result of

a School of English will hardly be on as great a scale,

but in its own way it will be as valuable.' l

These arguments demolished the alternative scheme, and

on December 5, 1893, Congregation decided in favour of

a Final Honour School in English by no to 70 votes.

A Statute was drawn up by Council to give effect to the

resolution, and submitted to Congregation on May i . That

body approved of the preamble by 120 to 46 votes, and
henceforth the progress of the Statute was plain sailing.

Only two material amendments were introduced during
its passage. One was a clause that no candidate should

be allowed to take the School, unless he had obtained

Honours in some other Final School, or satisfied the

examiners in Pass Moderations. This was a great

improvement :
z

it guaranteed the necessary minimum
of classical knowledge, and wisely demanded no more
than that minimum. The man who is best prepared to

profit by the School is the man who has taken honours

in Classical Moderations, but to make this desirable

qualification an indispensable one would have been

stringent. There is nothing to prevent the School from

realizing the ideals of Mr. Churton Collins except the

reluctance of men with an adequate classical training

to go through a systematic course of training in English.

1
Signed by D. B. Munro, Ingram Bywater, C. B. Heberden,

A. Robinson, and Bartholomew Price.
1 In teaching English Literature to women, I have always found

that their lack of the miscellaneous elementary information about
classical literature and mythology which a boy of average intelli-

gence obtains at school, was a continual difficulty. Professor

Case's remarks on Milton in his
'

Plea for Classical Moderations

as a necessary Preliminary to the English School
'

illustrates this

point.
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The second amendment carried was the insertion of

a clause requiring that every candidate should be required

to show *
a knowledge of the history, especially of the

social history, of England during the period of English
literature which he offers.' 1 This was less judicious.

No doubt, as Professor Case observed,
'

the study of

English Literature as a whole might be profitably pursued
in a course of English History as a whole,' and it

is true that
'
our literature has throughout in the

practical spirit of England been essentially an outward

expression of the national life'. But it is impossible

profitably to combine in one examination and in a two

years' course three such exacting studies as Literature,

Language, and History. Candidates cannot get up all

three in the time allotted. It is not necessary to add
to the papers on Literature and Language papers on

the political and social history of England. All that

is necessary is that candidates should learn to look at

English Literature, not only in connexion with the

forms and ideas it inherited from Greece and Rome, or

borrowed from Europe, but as an expression of the

national spirit, and as the outcome of the conditions

of a particular period of the national life. Good

teaching and good examining will secure this
;
the rest is

a matter of previous training or subsequent study.

If the University wishes to guarantee that men taking

the English School should possess an adequate knowledge
of English History, it should force the Public Schools

to teach the subject properly, by means of the Local

Examinations, the Schools Examinations, and its own
entrance examinations. At present the Public Schools

neglect this duty, and the University merely invites them
to perform it instead of insisting upon it. The result

is that the English School, like the History School, suffers

from the narrowness and inefficiency of the education

1 The amendment as to Moderations was carried by 52 to 28

votes, that as to a knowledge of history by 53 to 40 votes.
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its candidates have previously received. At present the

weak point of the English School is that while the can-

didates do possess the necessary minimum of classical

knowledge, many of them do not possess the amount

of historical knowledge which is also a necessary basis

for their study of our literature.

The Statute, amended in these ways, was passed by

Congregation without a division on June 5, and by
Convocation on June 19.

In November a Board of Studies for the English School

was constituted, consisting of ten ex-officio and eight

elected members.1 The Board set to work to devise

regulations for the examination, and began by appointing
a committee of five to draw up a draft scheme. Their

task was not easy. The long controversy about the

relative claims of language and literature had made
the representatives of each rather unyielding about the

rights of their subject. Moreover, while the representa-

tives of language knew exactly what they wanted and

never varied in their demands, the representatives of

literature were less consistent and less harmonious in

their views. Nor was there a School of the English

Language and Literature elsewhere which could serve

as a model of what the School we were establishing

should be.2 Nevertheless a scheme was drafted and

submitted to the Board, which the Board altered for the

worse by adding a new paper and prescribing a large

number of set books.

The scheme embodied in the first regulations of the

1 The English Board has no electors of its own. The eight
elected members are chosen by the electors for the Literae

Humaniores Board and the Modern History Board voting together.
Hence it represents a larger constituency than any other Board
in the University, for there are at present 109 voters for the

Literae Humaniores Board and 50 for the Modern History Board.
* Mr. Churton Collins held up to us the Mediaeval and Modern

Language Tripos at Cambridge as an example to avoid. The

Study of English Literature, p. 24.

C
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Board had many defects. It imposed, as is usually the

case with new Schools, far too much work on the can-

didates, and in particular there were so many set books

that the general history of English Literature could not

be adequately studied in the time allowed. The attempt
to harmonize the conflicting claims of language and

literature by making every candidate do an equal number
of papers in each was too mechanical a solution of the

problem how to give each subject equal weight in the

examination.1
Finally, it was a mistake to impose

Gothic on all candidates whether they made literature or

language their main subject.

On the other hand, the scheme was probably as good
a scheme as could be expected under the circumstances.

About two-thirds of the Board had no experience in

teaching either the English Language or English Literature,

and general principles could not supply the lack of expert

knowledge.
The result of the introduction of English into the

Final studies of the University was disappointing, as

reforms often are. The gravity with which the University

performs the function of creating a new study is a little

deceptive, both to ourselves and others. The process is

usually much the same. There is a period of anxious

consideration, a period of strenuous effort, and a period
of self-satisfied repose. Little or no result follows,

because something indispensable to a result has been

omitted.

So it was with the English School. There were no

students, or next to no students. At the first examina-

tion, which was in 1896, two candidates offered them-

selves, but as one scratched before the paper work began
and the other as soon as it ended, there was no class-list.

1 There were to be 4^ papers on Language, 4$ papers on Litera-

ture, and two special subject papers which might be either Language
or Literature according to the choice of the candidate. The two

special subject papers were subsequently reduced to one.
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In 1897 the names of four men appeared in the class-list ;

in 1898, five; in 1899, four; in 1900, three; in 1901 j

two. People began to complain that the School was not

as productive as they had expected, and even blamed the

University. As Sterne says, 'the cow put off terribly

till suspicions began to fall upon the bull.' Hasty

people urged that if you wanted to encourage the study
of English Literature it was necessary to provide some one

to teach it. Several sages declared that the subject was

in fault, and that, as they had said all along, English was

not a subject which could be seriously studied in an

English University. It was pointed out that while male

candidates could be counted on the fingers of one hand

women candidates entered for the School in large numbers,

and it was inferred that the subject was not a suitable

subject for men.

The reason for the number of women candidates was

a very simple one. As far back as 1880 the University

had instituted special examinations for women, one of

which was an examination in the English Language and

Literature of a pretty high standard. The first of these

examinations took place in 1881, the last in 1895. During
this period about thirty-three students of the Association

for the Education of Women in Oxford obtained Honours

in these -examinations in English, besides a considerable

contingent from King's College, Holloway College, and

other places outside Oxford. By 1892 or thereabouts

the Association had organized a systematic course of

lectures and classes in English, and had in its employment
a small number of regular teachers of Literature and

Language. Hence it was natural that when the English
School was established the women students who had

hitherto taken their special examination should read

for the new School, and that the prospect of obtaining

a place in the Honour lists of the University should

increase their numbers. The Honour list of the English
School in 1897 contained the names of ten women ;

C 2
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in 1898 there were twelve ; in 1899, fifteen ; in 1900,
eleven ; in 1901, twenty-one. In short, during the first

five years sixty-nine women passed through the School

as against eighteen men.
For this paucity of candidates the friends of the new

School were partly to blame. In the memorial on behalf

of an English School addressed to the Hebdomadal Council

in 1891, they had declared that 'the establishment of

such a School would not involve the University in any
serious additional expenditure. There would be no need

for the creation of any new professorship or readership,
and the existence of the School would in this case, as in

others, be followed by the rise of a body of competent
teachers outside the Professorial staff.'

The University had taken them at their word. When
the Statute creating the new Final School was passed,
two others accompanied it. One was to the effect that

at some future date, the Rawlinsonian Professorship of

Anglo-Saxon should be augmented by a portion of the

endowment of the Merton Chair of English Language
and Literature, and become a professorship of the English

Language. The other was that when that contingency

happened, a professorship of English Literature should be

founded with the remainder of the endowment of the

Merton chair. No provision was made for the teaching
of English Literature during the interim. The Merton

Professor had his hands fully occupied with teaching the

linguistic subjects contained in the curriculum of the

School, and to do that alone he was obliged to give

many more lectures than the Statutes required him to

give. The *

body of competent teachers outside the

professorial staff
'

did not arise, for a very simple reason.

It had arisen in the case of other subjects because a college

paid some person a salary to lecture and teach, and the

persons thus paid associated themselves together to

arrange a system of lectures covering the requirements
of some particular school. But in the case of the English
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School, colleges expected a combined system of lectures

to arise without taking the preliminary step of paying
lecturers. Each college expected another to begin. No
doubt a college cannot be expected to provide a lecturer

for one man, but as there were at that time seven or

eight men reading for the School in the University,

colleges should have arranged to pool the tuition fees of

those men and provide a joint lecturer. But they did

not combine, and were unwilling to expend more than

a part of the men's tuition fees on their teaching.

University College was an exception to this rule, and

appointed Mr. de Selincourt to lecture at a salary of

50 per annum. He, therefore, for the first few years,

gave nearly all the literature teaching which was given
for the School.

Owing to these circumstances, the study of English
was carried on under great difficulties. Men wisely
declined to read for a School with a too exacting curriculum

and an inadequate provision of teaching. In October,

1900, when the School was on the verge of extinction,

the University awoke to the situation, and the Common
Fund appointed Mr. de Selincourt University lecturer

on English Literature at a salary of ^150 per annum.1

This was a well-deserved recognition of his work for the

last four years, but it was still an inadequate provision
for the teaching of so large a subject as the whole of

English Literature. Accordingly, it made no immediate

increase in the number of candidates taking the subject.

In 1900 the class-list contained the names of three men
and eleven women ; in 1901, of two men and twenty-one
women ; in 1902, of five men and eleven women ;

in

1903, of five men and sixteen women ;
in 1904, of five

men and fifteen women ; in 1905, of five men and thirteen

women
; in 1906, of five men and twenty-two women.

1 In 1901 the University also appointed a Reader in Phonetics

in the person of Dr. Sweet, thus providing additional instruction

in the philological side of English studies.
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Thus, while the appointment of a University lecturer

prevented the extinction of the School, it remained for

five years absolutely stationary. But in 1907 and in

1908 the class list at last revealed signs of real progress.

There were in the first year twelve men and seventeen

women, and in the second year twelve men and thirteen

women. This increase continued, and now in Hilary

Term, 1909, there are forty-nine men reading for the

School, and fifty-six women.

The causes of the sudden revival of the School are very

simple and obvious. In the summer of 1904, the long

expected Professorship of English Literature was founded

and Professor Raleigh appointed to hold it. The increase

in the amount of teaching given at once increased the

number of men reading for the School. Two other

causes also promoted the development of the School.

One was a change in the examination regulations made
in 1906. Hitherto, there had been nine necessary papers
for all candidates, whether their chief subject was

language or literature, and one alternative paper. Hence-

forth, there were to be four necessary papers for all can-

didates and six alternative papers. The bifurcation of

the literature and language courses began earlier, and

candidates specializing in literature were relieved of the

burden of Gothic and of a certain amount of set books,

while there was a similar diminution of the literature

work in the case of candidates specializing in language.
The second cause was the better organization of the

teaching by the Board, the institution of essay classes to

supplement lectures and private tuition, and the provision
of additional lectures out of the fees paid by non-members
of the University attending lectures, or by colleges on

behalf of men reading for the School.

During the last five years the School has been much
more generously supported, both by the University and

by the colleges. The University has contributed through
the Common Fund 200 a year towards the salary of
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the Professor of English Literature, and 100 a year for

an assistant for the Professor of the English Language,
besides continuing the 150 a year previously granted
for Dr. de Selincourt's lectureship. Merton College

greatly increased its contribution towards the endowment
of the Chair of English Literature. Magdalen College,

besides giving a Fellowship to the Professor of English

Literature, gave a prize-fellowship for that subject, and

thus provided another lecturer for the School.

The development of the School has also been aided by
benefactors outside the University. The liberality of the

Goldsmiths' Company provided 350 a year for the

foundation of the Goldsmiths' Readership in English,
established in February, 1908. To Mr. Passmore Edwards
we owe an English Literature Scholarship of the value

of 30, awarded annually since 1901. To these has

lately been added the Oldham Scholarship of the value

of 55 a year to be awarded for knowledge of Shakespeare.
Certain colleges in the University have offered, or

are proposing to offer, scholarships in English Literature.

This is a sign of goodwill, but entrance scholarships

are not the best way of encouraging the subject. We
do not want boys to begin to learn Old English at school,

or to attempt to cram handbooks on English literature.

A sound classical training, a good knowledge of English

history, and the power to write a thoughtful and well-

expressed essay are a sufficient foundation, and these

qualifications the existing system of scholarships can

secure. But it is desirable that colleges should not dis-

courage scholars who, having taken Honour Moderations,

wish to read for the English School, and that they should

continue scholarships to enable men either to take English

Language and Literature as a second school, or to work

for the degree of Bachelor of Letters.

While the English School is now better equipped than

it ever has been since its foundation, it is not yet ade-

quately equipped for its work. One thing that it needs
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is a local habitation of some kind. The Taylorian Institu-

tion provides the students of modern languages with

lecture rooms, class-rooms, accommodation for seminars.

Besides access to a general reference library of foreign

literature, they have special working libraries consisting

of those particular books which students reading for the

School require. The English School does not ask to be

as splendidly housed, but it needs a fixed centre and a

small number of rooms. The temporary use of lecture

rooms in the Examination Schools is not sufficient : they
serve to accommodate large audiences, but cannot be

used for the purposes of classes or seminars, still less as

reading rooms for our students. We need rooms which

can be permanently used for our purpose, and fitted up
with the ordinary books of reference, the standard authors

and texts which a student of literature or language

requires, and tables large enough to accommodate some-

thing more than a notebook and an inkpot. The

Committee of Council now sitting to consider the further

provision of rooms for teaching purposes should begin

by providing adequate accommodation for the English

School, and the rooms provided should be situated as

near the Schools as possible, in order that they may be

used by students in the intervals between lectures.

The School also needs an additional University teacher

on the language side. The English Board, in the state-

ment of its needs made in 1902, asked for two Reader-

ships, one in the Language, the other in the Literature.

This demand has since been .officially endorsed. In the
*

Summary of the more pressing Needs of the University ',

issued on behalf of the Chancellor's Fund, it is stated

that the appointment of two permanent Readers to assist

the Professors of English is greatly to be desired. Thanks
to the liberality of the Goldsmiths' Company, the desired

Readership in English Literature has just been founded,

and we are now asking for the establishment of the

Readership in the Language, which is necessary to supple-
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ment the higher teaching given in that branch of the

subject, and to provide for the supervision of advanced

students in it. For that object we suggest that the

Common Fund should continue the grant of 150 per

annum, hitherto made for the lectureship held by Dr. de

Selincourt, and grant a further sum of 150 a year in

order to provide 300 towards the salary of the proposed
Reader.1

A large part of the cost of the public teaching given
for the School is and should be defrayed out of the fees

paid by students of the School. Men pay their colleges

a sum for tuition, which varies from 21 to 25. A
portion of this sum should be used to provide lectures,

and be paid to the English Board, or some committee

representing it, to expend for that object. It is not

sufficient to leave the arrangement of lectures to a casual

combination of tutors, and to confine the Board to the

business of drawing up lecture lists, and seeing that the

hours of the different lectures do not clash. The last

Commission pointed out as far back as 1878 that more

organization was required. They observed
'

with respect

even to those studies to which it is best adapted, the

system of inter-collegiate arrangements (besides being

precarious, and hitherto dependent for the extent of its

operations upon the will of each particular college) appears
to us to be deficient in organization and economy of power,
and to be hardly adequate to the wants of the highest class

of students who look beyond University examinations '.

The need for more organization may not be so strongly
felt in the case of old and well-established studies, which

possess a very large number of teachers, and ample

pecuniary resources. The case of a new study is different.

We have few teachers and small resources, and, in order

to economize power, the creation of an efficient system
of organization is a necessity for us.

1 This would raise the total sum granted by the Common Fund
for the teaching of English from ^450 to ^600.
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Such at all events was the opinion of the English Board,

which appointed on March 6, 1907, a Committee to organize
to the best of its ability the teaching and lecturing given
for the School. The Committee began by issuing a circular

to the various colleges, in which they offered to guarantee

adequate teaching and supervision to all candidates

taking the School upon payment of a fixed terminal fee

for each candidate. The fee asked was 5 per term for

each student.
'
It is our hope,' concluded the circular,

'

that your

college will give its support to the Committee in their

effort to carry out this scheme. The students taking

English are scattered in many colleges : in no college,

for years to come, are they likely to be numerous. The

subjects of study included within the range of the School

are very various, and the teachers are few. It is only by
co-operation and system that the needs of the student

can be adequately supplied.'

The colleges in general accepted the proposed arrange-

ment, and the scheme came into force in January, 1908,
so that it has now been in operation for four terms.

Of the 15 per annum paid by colleges for each student

the plan adopted by the Committee has been to devote

10 to the payment of tuition and 5 to the provision of

lectures or classes. With regard to tutors, the custom
of the Committee has been to submit to colleges a list

of persons proposing to take pupils during the following

term or year, and to ask them to select from the list

the name of the person they wish to undertake the private

teaching and supervision of their men. If the college
has no preference for any particular person, the Committee
is prepared to assign the student to a tutor. If the

college prefers some person not included in the Committee's

list, the Committee is prepared to pay over to the person
named the 10 set aside for tuition out of the 15 received

by the Committee.

In the opinion of the Committee the system has worked
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well. Some allowance should be made for the difficulty

of devising a complete and perfect system in a few months.

A more serious difficulty is the feeling which seems to

have arisen in some colleges, that the present system
does not leave them sufficient freedom in the choice of

tutors. While believing that the system described is not

really open to that objection, the Committee would prefer

to take no share in providing tuition, and to confine

themselves entirely to providing lectures and classes.

The separation of tuition and lecturing is a solution

which rests on an intelligible principle. The business of

privately teaching members of a college within its own
walls is a domestic function best left entirely to the

colleges. But the business of lecturing to or instructing

classes drawn from the University at large is a public

function, which should be left to men appointed by the

University or approved by it. The English Committee,
as representing the English Board, wishes to retain the

power of organizing this public teaching until the Univer-

sity otherwise ordains, or gives the Board authority to

undertake the work at present done by the Committee.

It is desirable to make clear what the English Committee

has actually done with regard to the organization of the

teaching and what it is doing at present. For the last

fifteen months it has practically exercised the power of

selecting lecturers and determining the subjects of

lectures by deciding which lectures were of sufficient

importance to be paid for out of the English Fund. That

Fund is derived from two sources first, the contribu-

tion made by colleges on behalf of men reading for the

School ; secondly, from the fees paid by non-members
of the University for the privilege of attending lectures

given by professors and University teachers, or by
lecturers employed by the Committee.

The Committee has expended this fund in the following

ways :

The first charge upon it was the 10 per head required
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for tuition, which it suggests that colleges should in future

pay directly to the tutor they prefer.

The second charge upon it was the sum required to

make up the salary of the Goldsmiths' Reader in English
to the total of 500 a year, for which purpose the Com-
mittee undertook to endeavour to provide the sum of

150 a year.

The rest of the money represented the sum available

for lectures and classes. The Committee began by

asking the English tutors appointed by certain colleges

to give a specified number of courses,
1 or take a class

on a definite subject.
2 It next asked certain college

tutors lecturing on other subjects to give courses of lectures

for the English School.3 It also invited several young
men, who had recently taken their degree in the English

School, or had been reading for the degree of B. Litt., to

give a course of lectures on the particular subject of which

they were known to have made a special study.
4

By
these means, as a glance at the lecture lists will show,

the number of lectures given for the School was greatly

increased, courses were given on subjects never previously
lectured upon, and old subjects were treated from new

points of view. The field to be covered was more ade-

quately covered, and the variety of lectures and methods

of treatment stimulated the interest of the students.

The power of supplementing the few regular lecturers

for the School by obtaining the assistance of persons
not habitually engaged in its teaching, is one of the chief

advantages of the present system.
5 The number of

persons in Oxford qualified to give such occasional sets

of lectures is very considerable, and the ability to draw
on this source is a great addition to our strength. Further,

1

e.g. Mr. Tiddy and Mr. Gordon. * Mr. Snow.
3 Mr. Carritt and Mr. Hadow. Rev. A. J. Carlyle was also

invited to give a course of lectures.
4 Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Brett-Smith, and Mr. Tucker-Brooke.
* For instance, Mr. Sidgwick, who is giving a course of four

lectures during Easter Term.
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the prospect of being asked to give a course on the

particular subject to which they have devoted themselves

is a great encouragement to men who have been through
the English School, and the fact of having given a success-

ful course of lectures here assists them to obtain work
elsewhere.

In addition to arranging lectures the Committee

arranges for classes. Private tuition and public lecturing

are not sufficient, and require to be supplemented by
classes for the study of particular subjects. With

beginners in the language, a small class of half a dozen

is a more effective method of teaching than a lecture,

as it is necessary to explain things to individuals and to

answer their difficulties. The essential thing is that the

men composing these classes should be grouped according
to their knowledge by the teacher, in order that the class

may be tolerably homogeneous. The Committee recently

arranged with Mr. Belfour, Professor Napier's assistant,

to form a certain number of small classes of this kind.

In literature, classes of a dozen or so for reading essays
and discussing questions are found a necessary supplement
to the system of weekly essays. The emulation and the

interest excited by co-operative work and discussion have

proved an incentive to reading, and a means of directing it.

Classes of this kind have been conducted by Professor

Raleigh, Mr. Nichol Smith, and Mr. Gordon.

There is also a third kind of instruction which has to

be provided here, that is, the assistance and direction

of candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Letters and

other advanced students. People hardly realize the

number of such students who take our literature or

language as their subjects. Since 1896 thirty-six men have

been admitted as B.Litt.1 students in English, that is,

1 For a list of names and subjects see Appendix B. Many
candidates for the B. Litt. would do much better to take the

course for the School, though it is difficult to convince them of

the fact.
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more than have entered for any other subject excepting
Natural Science. About fifteen are in residence at the

present moment. The students require, as a rule, advice

as to the bibliography of their subject, and the sources

of information to consult, and as to the method of arrang*

ing their materials and stating the results. From the

character of their work those who supervise it must be

experts possessing special knowledge themselves, and
since the candidates offer widely different subjects they
add very appreciably to the work of the University
teachers in language and literature.

The amount of help they need varies. A few are

sufficiently well trained to work entirely alone. Others

are men with considerable knowledge and considerable

aptitude for research, but without much skill in composi-
tion. The essay classes supply in part the training they

need, and their association in those classes with men

reading for the examination is a benefit to both. A third

class consist of students who, having already gone

through some special training in English, come here to

continue and complete it by attending the lectures and
the teaching that the University provides. Most of the

candidates for the degree of B. Litt. come from American,

Colonial, or other British Universities, and intend to be

teachers. What brings them here is not only the facilities

for literary work, which our libraries afford, or the prospect
of obtaining the degree the University offers, but the

belief that they will find here the best possible public

teaching in our literature and language. It is the business

of the University to see that they are certain to find it.

It follows, therefore, that the aim of those concerned

in the teaching of English here, and of those concerned

with the general direction of Oxford studies, should not
be bounded by the requirements of the examination for

the degree of B.A. We must get rid of the idea sanctioned

by our customary phraseology, that a School simply
means an examination. A School means the sum of all
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the teaching given in a particular subject, or the whole

body of students of that subject. The examination is

not an end in itself : it exists merely to test the work
done in the School. The business of a School is not to

train men for examination but to rear scholars. At last

we have a real English School, though a small one, in

the sense that we have good teaching and good students,

and in spite of its defective equipment and inadequate
staff it is training English scholars. It is beginning too,

as people prophesied it would, to attract students from

all lands of English speech.
1

It has taken a long time to achieve this result. It

cost a seven years' struggle to get English a nominal

place amongst our studies we had to wait ten more to

get a professor of English Literature. What is now
most needed should be more easily recognized, namely,
proper rooms for the teaching of English. Meantime
while in the case of older Schools the question whether

the teaching should be organized on University or col-

legiate lines is still under discussion, the teaching of English
has already been organized on University lines by the

action of the Board. The scheme in existence recognizes
the just claims of collegiate authorities, and has at the

same time the advantage of offering the best teachers

of the subject a position comparable to that of a Univer-

sity lecturer.

1 The prospects and possibilities of the School are set forth in

a lettet from Professor Raleigh printed as an Appendix to this

paper.



APPENDIX A
LETTER FROM PROFESSOR RALEIGH

I BELIEVE that Oxford has now a great opportunity
to organize an English school that shall be recognized
and influential throughout the English-speaking world.

It is not ta our disadvantage that we come late into

the field. There are many other Universities, it is true,

which have a much more numerous staff and a much
more costly special equipment for English studies. At

Harvard alone, I am told, the English staff numbers

almost thirty. On the other hand, we have an incom-

parable literary tradition, and we have invaluable allies

in the large body of resident scholars who are addicted

to classical and historical studies. Students come to us,

independently of the Rhodes Trust, from all parts of

the New World. This is not a tribute to the work of the

small and recently formed English staff, but it is a part
of their inheritance. If we can build up an efficient and

many-sided school for advanced English studies, the

other English-speaking Universities will be ready, for

the most part, to accept our lead.

We cannot afford to have a weak School of English
in Oxford all that we dare to hope of the best that we
can build is that it shall not disgrace her name. We
must have a strong central staff, and the means of

securing the best talent for it. We must be able to

organize the work of our best pupils so that they too

may do something to help forward English studies.

The students at present reading in the English School

may be roughly divided into two kinds. Some of them,
after a general education of the usual type, have chosen

English as their Final School. Others have made pro-

gress in English studies before coming to Oxford, and
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look to us to supply them with a suitable continuation.

Our best students are drawn, almost equally, from both

kinds. We have to provide for both ; and it is further

to be remembered that not a few of them are looking
forward to teaching English in school or college. The

present Honours course is wide enough to suit the needs

of all of these, with the exception of a few highly expert

students, who may profitably work, from the first, at

a special subject.

On the Literature side, we have been strengthened

by the help we have had from distinguished teachers

in other Schools, who have been willing to give us

occasional courses of lectures. By virtue of our central

organization we have been able also to call on some
of the best of our advanced students for short courses

in their own special subjects. Three such courses

have been delivered during the past year : Mr. G. S.

Stevenson, who lectured on The Scottish Chaucerians,

is now a lecturer in Canada
;

Mr. C. F. Tucker

Brooke, who lectured on The Sources of the Eliza-

bethan Drama, is assistant-professor in Cornell ;
and

Mr. H. F. B. Brett-Smith, who lectured on The Deca-

dence of the Elizabethan Drama, is working for the

School in Oxford. There is no part of our present
scheme that I value more than this. It quickens interest

in the School when those who have done good and dis-

tinguished work in it are asked to lend a hand. Moreover,

the recent enormous growth of English studies throughout
the world makes it important for us to train teachers

for other places. The large share that our best pupils

take in the actual work of English scholarship enables

us to speak of their abilities with far more confidence

than would be warranted by the bare test of examination.

The works that have been published by members of

the English School since I first came to Oxford, almost

five years ago, begin to make a respectable tale. Without

mentioning books by members of the staff, I may say
D
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that the senior pupils of the School have produced
some excellent work. Mr. R. H. Carr published four

of Plutarch's Lives, with an introduction ; Mr. Tucker

Brooke produced a critical edition of fourteen plays

ascribed to Shakespeare, with an introduction ; and

Mr. G. H. Mair 1 has just issued from the Press an edition

of Thomas Wilson's Arte of Rhetorique, with an intro-

duction. These three introductions, to name no others,

are work that would do credit to any School.

There is much useful work of this kind to be done,

and it is encouraging to find that many of those who
read in the English School are eager to be allowed to take

part in it. Others, who do not hope to produce any
memorable work of their own, are yet stimulated and

interested by contact with the real business of literature.

The standard of excellence in the papers contributed

to my discussion class has steadily risen, and men from

whom little was expected have achieved surprising

results.

There is need as well as room for the School. The

academic study of English literature has not been

uniformly happy. The welfare of mankind is not much

promoted by bad dissertations on good books. Modern

Schools of Literature have too often imitated the minuter

methods of Science without achieving any notable result.

There is another, more ancient, way : the work of all the

great critics and historians of literature is itself a part

of the literature which it celebrates. In this broader

and humaner track no University is better qualified to

take the lead than the University of Oxford.

I should like to add something on organization. The

College stands to its pupils in loco parentis, and is bound

to claim the means of exercising that authority. We
1 Mr. Mair, owing to the accidents of endowment, took his

degree in History, but his earlier training was chiefly in English,
and he was constant in his attendance on English lectures and

classes, so that he was virtually a member of the School.
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of the English School stand for a subject, and are bound

to claim that those who give public teaching in the

subject shall be chosen for their excellence, and chosen

by a body competent to judge of their excellence. No
sufficient English School can be founded on the labours

of two or three endowed University officials. For our

future we are dependent on the choice of teachers, and

we can hardly have them good enough.
We believe that these claims are easily reconcilable

if the Colleges choose their tutors and the English School

appoints the public teachers of the subject. In practice,

some of the tutors would no doubt be appointed by the

School to lecture, and some of the public lecturers would

be welcomed by the Colleges as tutors, so that the two

offices, without loss of independence, would tend more

or less to coincide.

A strong central organization is necessary in any case

for the efficiency of a School comprising a diversity of

subjects. No single teacher can give capable instruction

in all the matter of the School. In some Schools the

central organization has grown up from co-operation

among the Colleges, independently of the University

staff. The University staff in English, because the

subject is newly founded, has been the nucleus of the

organization of the School. Thus the arrangement which

is generally recognized to be natural and right already

exists in the English School ;
it has hitherto had the

goodwill and support of the Colleges ;
to disturb it

would be to invite chaos.

W. A. RALEIGH.



CANDIDATES WHO HAVE TAKEN THE DEGREE
OF B.LITT.

Name and College.
Date of taking

Degree,
Subject.

Wyld, H. C. K.

(Corpus)

Ames, J. G.

(Non-Coil.)

Henderson, G.

(Jesus)
Gerould, G. H.

(Non-Coil.)

Strong, E. H.
(St. John's)

June 15, 1899

June 22, 1899

June 28, 1900

Aug. 3, 1901

June 14, 1906

Tucker Brooke, C. F.

(St. John's)
July 6, 1907

Aydelotte, F.

(Brasenose)

March 12, 1008

The relation of standard
English to the modern
dialects in their treatment
of the gutturals.

English periodical litera-

ture between 1622 and
1731, with special refer-

ence to the social literary
periodicals of morals and
manners.

Gaelic Dialects.

English metrical homi-
lies of the fourteenth cen-

tury, with an inquiry into
the tales appended thereto.
A collection of the manu-

scripts of Ancren Riwle,
with a view to arriving at
a conclusion as to which
is the original, and a pre-
paration of a complete
grammar of the same
work.
The Shakespeare Apo-

crypha : a study of the

plays which at various
times since the publication
of the First Folio have
been attributed to Shake-

speare, and an examina-
tion of the grounds for the
attribution.

Elizabethan rogues and
vagabonds ; their life, man-
ners, and representation in

contemporary literature,

especially in connexion
with the so-called Coney
Catching pamphlets of
Robert Greene.
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CANDIDATES WHO HAVE TAKEN THE DEGREE
OF B. LITT. (continued)

Name and College.
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CANDIDATES WHO HAVE NOT YET TAKEN
THE DEGREE (continued)

Name and College.
Date of admis-
sion to study.

Subject.

Erbe, T. H. F.

(Merton)

Burt, M. S.

(Merton)

Miller, S. W.
(Trin.)

Stevenson, G. S. C.

(Non-Coil.)

Drechsler, R. W.
(Wore.)

Belfour, A. O.

(Ch. Ch.)

(assistant to Prof,

Napier)

Markoe, F. H.

(Non-Coil.)

Day, F. P.

(Ch. Ch.)
Mann, F. O.

(Ball.)

Bardac, H.

(New)

Owen, R. W.
(Non-Coil.)

Barret, R. G. L,

(Magd.)

March 18, 1905

Nov. 29, 1905

June 13, 1906

Nov. 2, 1906

Dec. 7, 1906

Feb. 15, 1907

Feb. 15, 1907

June 21, 1907

June 21, 1907

June 2 1, 1907

March 13, 1908

March 13, 1008

An edition of the Liber

Festivalis of Johannes
Mirkus, together with an

investigation into the lan-

guage and sources of the
work and into the relation-

ship of the MSS.
The development of the

English drama from Con-

greve to Sheridan.
The influence of Plato-

nism on English literature.

& A study of Scottish ver-

nacular poetry in the reign
of James VI, with a new
text of the poems of

Alexander Montgomerie.
A study of the drama of

Sir Henry Taylor, includ-

ing its interest as illustrat-

ing his critical theories of

literature and the drama.
An edition of the un-

published twelfth-century
homilies in MS. Bodley
343, together with an in-

vestigation of their lan-

guage. (In the press.)
The influence of Cor-

neille on English dramatic
literature.

The tribe of Ben.

The conceit and meta-

physic poets.
The influence of the

French Revolution on Eng-
lish life and literature
between the years 1789-
1792.
The beginnings of the

essay from Bacon to Cow-
ley.

Carlyle's debt to Ger-
many.
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CANDIDATES WHO HAVE NOT YET TAKEN
THE DEGREE (continued)

Name and College.
Date of admis-
sion to study.

Subject.

Brett-Smith, H. F. B.

(Corpus)

Martin, L. C.

(Keble)

Kitchin, G.

(New)

Bernard, G.

(Non-Coil.)
Casson, T. E.

(Merton)

Northrop, G. N.

(Magdalen)

Cunningham, H.
(Non-Coil.)

Ackennann, A.

(Non-Coil.)

Champenois, T. J.

(Non-Coil.)

June 19, 1908

Oct. 21, 1908

Oct. 21, 1908

Nov. 7, 1908

March 11, 1909

March n, 1909

March n, 1909

March n, 1909

March u, 1909

The decadence of the
Elizabethan drama, with
studies of the dramatists
concerned.
The devotional poetry

of the early part of the
seventeenth century, with

special reference to its

literary affinities and per-
manent value ; and to the

particular achievement of
either Henry Vaughan or
Richard Crashaw.

Sir Roger L'Estrange,
pamphleteer, essayist, and
man of letters, with an
estimate of his influence on
the development of Eng-
lish prose.

^
The life and writings of

Sir John Suckling the poet.
The relation of form and

subject in the Romantic
Movementof English Liter-
ature.

The work of William

Cartwright, academic play-
wright and poet, with a life

of the author.
Theinvestigation of

'The
Law in Shakespeare '.

Old Germanic traces in

the works of Shakespeare.
The rise of the critical

review in the eighteenth
century.
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